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by the mid-60s many of the music establishment's good taste had faded into some sort of jaded palate accustomed to its blunted, well-made, well-produced kind of things. for albert this was a new environment to contend with. he had the virtues of space, silence and darkness and also a powerful sense of social and intellectual history. his essential skill was to feel and emotionally feel what is written for him, and his technique developed with a mastering of formal
measures that demanded flexibility and a strong sense of freedom. on this rare recording he works among forces that have lost everything but his fealty. they are the likes of elvin jones (who later left to join miles) and hank mobley, and you get a very democratic, exalted, conga-dancing performance that is an astonishing show of musical skill, intuition and will. it's a journey for the soul that stays with you for a while, and it ended up one of the most influential

jazz albums of the era. if you didn't feel this record before then you'll be struck dumb by it after. (ks) no doubt you've heard of al cohn and i'd wager it was this record. whether it was the astonishing alchemy of his band or the searing, burning quality of his playing that made him so accessible at the time, it was this record that made him a name and got him the gigs. it was getting to the root of whatever it is that connects you with the music, and the passion and
commitment in this program is so fierce it's like somebody lighting a fuse to a thousand paper napkins. one of the earliest albums to dig into the rich legacy of latin music and pull up a chair alongside petras art-theatre of sound, this was the first album from plena cadencia ever to be released. with all the noise of the studio mixed down, the instrumentation of the group is made clear as lovers of bach, ravel and gershwin hear the great masterworks emerge.

footprints in the sands of time for all who care about latin music. (jm)
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today it is difficult to imagine a jazz recording without grooves, as every jazzman has repeatedly demonstrated on stage, but, almost 50 years ago, sonny stitt recorded a trio-line-up with kenny clarke and lee
konitz on a double lp entitled natural blues. the title theme is a down-home wailing blues about texas with the tonality highly influenced by the preceding blues styles of son house and howlin wolf, but in sonny

stitts hands it takes on a stylish tone and crucially is played by the saxophonist with a far more expansive sound than ever before. only 12 years later, stitt would kick off a three-part series of marathon
performances in toronto by playing his entire natural blues lp at an average of three hours duration each time. to illustrate how far ahead of his time he was, the lp was released in its entirety to radio stations on
tape along with the set-up and backing tracks. (jn) tis a hard blue for the blues man not to worship the icon of delta blues, blind lemon jefferson. accordingly this live performance, recorded in toronto in 1959, is a

top drawer example of what was once an all-time classic recording. based on his early recordings of the 1910s and 1920s, jefferson had moved to chicago, and by the late 1940s he had become the house
bluesman at moccasin bend. it was the height of his career, and on this date he and his band deliver a scorching show. the vocal is still spot on and the echoes of the recorders are perfectly placed, but the real

joy is in the hands and the performance. jefferson and the rhythm section are so loose and comfortable that the music seems to carry you away with it and you never want to come back. jerry blaine and the
drummer, cootie williams, sound like they are having the time of their lives, while the hollow-toned harmonica is absolutely sensational, not least the way it mimics the wooden instrument used in mississippi.

wow! (jn) 5ec8ef588b
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